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SCHLOSSBERG-COHEN OPENS "AMERICA IN ALL HER
GRANDEUR" EXHIBIT IN NOVEMBER
Artist Makes Special Appearance –November 14th
New York City – October 30, 2008 – National-renowned artist Jay Wolf
Schlossberg-Cohen to open his 2008 solo exhibit on America’s national parks at
GALLERY M in Denver, Colorado. This premier exhibit opens at GALLERY M in
Cherry Creek North beginning November 14th.
His "America in All Her Grandeur” show documents some of our country’s most
stunning and cherished places along with vibrant performers found throughout this great
land – of course expressed in his flowing, depth filled techniques using layered acrylic
cut-outs. These same techniques are found in his permanent installations including the
Clinton Presidential Library, John’s Hopkins University, Denver’s Witkin Windows and
even in Cherry Creek North’s own Gelato D’ Italia restaurant.
Mr. Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen will make an evening appearance at the gallery
beginning Friday evening, November 14th at 6:00. Beginning November 7th GALLERY M
(located at 2830 East Third Avenue in Denver) invites the public to enjoy a special sneak
preview of his works. Viewing hours are Monday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
“America in All Her Grandeur” features more than 20 works of SchlossbergCohen’s original art, including two monumental 13 foot acrylic cut-out paintings of one of
the West’s more sacred treasures – Joshua Tree National Park. Accompanying the show
are original drawings and studies from his Rocky Mountain National Park series
including the recently completed “Lava Cliffs” diptych. The subject matter of the work
ranges from intimate studies of both musicians and the parks. Available works are “pen
and inks,” “acrylic cut outs on paper” and his majestic, near pointillist abstractions of
Shenandoah, Rockies and Sonoran ranges.
Jay’s knack for visual composition and harmony is deep routed in his formal
education from New York University and his early years as a producer and director on
Broadway and in Hollywood. Schlossberg-Cohen is an Open Society Fellow and Grant
holder funded by George Soros’ Open Society Institute. As a recipient, SchlossbergCohen created a model “Art for Social Justice” program in his home city, Baltimore, MD.
The program enabled at risk communities to bring hope and optimism to schools and
neighborhoods through his intensive and inspiring sessions. From K to 12, youths
typically more accustomed to broken homes, drugs and hardship were set free to see
their hallways and buildings transformed from their collaboration with this dimensional fine
artist. Schlossberg-Cohen was also a featured artist in Philadelphia’s Mural Arts
Program. Artwork is available for acquisition and his appearance is open to the public.
Call: (303) 331-8400 or visit gallerym.com
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